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‘Dress how you want, think
how you want, listen to
what you want, love what
you want.’

The Yung King
&
Queen
10
The Rappers

rules for a good living

This is the Brother-Sister rappers
Yung jag and LTT Queen, 10 rules
for life to which they follow every
day to ensure that they live their
lives the right way.

1

LOOK FORWARD
NOT BACK

Life’s a constant adventure so don’t look
back at the previous ones, always look to
the future ones. “Don’t reminisce on the bliss,
whilst you live in the abyss”. Stay focused
on the future even if it’s looking bleak;
looking back at the times of old will
only make you sad.

2

it will only cause you problems in the future.
Taking a step at a time ensures that in the
future, problems do not grow out of previous
problems. Taking one step a time will ensure
your progression in tasks and life. This is the
most important rule in the world of music,
if you miss a single step or beat the song is
ruined. That’s why we take so long to release
music, especially because were perfectionists
when it come to music.

3

TRUST ONLY THOSE WHO
TRUST YOU
Trust is as easily broken as it is easily said, there
has been many a time where we have trusted
someone and they have betrayed that trust.
So over the years don’t open up to someone
unless they open up to you as well, there is no
point spilling secrets to someone for them to
be released to the world the next day.

4

TAKE ONE STEP AT MONEY DOESN’T DICATATE
A TIME
YOU
When doing anything in
life take one step at a
time. You’ll never get
anywhere trying
to miss steps,

“Words can
only
hurt you if you
try to
read them”

Your financial status is just a number, it
doesn’t define who you are as an individual.
Life is yours, money is just an accessory, not
a necessity. Think of it as an easily ignored
formality, don’t think of money as an
impediment. We were making tracks when
we had nothing but a flip phone and a mate
who could beat-box, music has no need for
money, you can find it anywhere; so find your
music.
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